In this paper we calculate the vacuum expectation values of the stress-energy bitensor of a massive quantum scalar field with general coupling to N-dimensional Euclidean spaces and hyperbolic spaces which are Euclidean sections of the anti-de Sitter (AdS) spaces. These correlators, also known as the noise kernel, act as sources in the Einstein-Langevin equations of stochastic gravity [1, 2] which govern the induced metric fluctuations beyond the mean-field dynamics described by the semiclassical Einstein equations of semiclassical gravity. Because these spaces are maximally symmetric the eigenmodes have analytic expressions which facilitate the computation of the zeta-function [3, 4] . Upon taking the second functional variation of the generalized zeta function introduced in [5] we obtain the correlators of the stress tensor for these two classes of spacetimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a calculation of the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the stressenergy bitensor of a massive quantum scalar field with general coupling to an N-dimensional Euclidean space and an N-dimensional hyperbolic space which is the Euclidean section of the anti-de Sitter space. Our results can be easily extended to an N-dimensional de Sitter space by analytical continuation. There are at least three classes of physical problems of current interest which necessitate the knowledge of such quantities and motivated us to undertake this task. The theoretical framework which encompasses these research programs is known as (semiclassical) stochastic gravity [1, 2] .
Stochastic gravity (STG) is a theory established in the 90's as a natural extension of semiclassical gravity theory (SCG) of the 80's [6] , for including the effects of fluctuations in the quantum matter field through the Einstein-Langevin equation (ELEq) [7] which govern the behavior of the induced metric fluctuations [8] 1 . While SCG goes beyond quantum field theory in curved spacetime of the 70's [9] (QFTCST, viewed as the test-field approximation of SCG on a fixed background spacetime), in that the backreaction of the quantum matter field on the dynamics of the spacetime is incorporated through the expectation value of the stress energy tensor as the source of the semiclassical Einstein (SCE) equation, stochastic gravity goes beyond SCG in that it includes also the backreaction of the fluctuations of the stress energy tensor, measured by the noise kernel (NK), defined as the vacuum expectation value of the stress energy bitensor, which governs the dynamics of the induced metric fluctuations.
As applications of the stochastic gravity program and in particular the stress tensor correlator or the noise kernel to problems which contain important foundational physical issues, we mention below two in cosmology, one in black hole physics and one in gravity-fluid duality.
1 Note we make the distinction, and urge the community to do so as well, between "fluctuations" which are classical stochastic variables or functions and "perturbations" which obey classical deterministic equations. Thus in the quantum theory of structure formation the density contrast is related to (quantized) gravitational perturbations, not metric fluctuations. Note also fluctuations are often conjured as quantum in nature as the difference from a classical background field when such a decomposition is carried out for a quantum field. Even so it remains a deterministic function obeying an operator equation, not a stochastic function. Metric fluctuations are related to spacetime foam and are often mentioned in connection with Planck scale physics, but in semiclassical stochastic gravity which is the only theory we are aware of which provides a quantitative description via the ELEq they remain as classical stochastic functions even though they are sourced by fluctuations of quantum matter fields.
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Early Universe Cosmology: a) Backreaction of quantum matter fields and their fluctuations in the early universe.
Backreaction of quantum matter field is at the heart of both the SCG and STG program.
Such effects have been studied in the late 70s and early 80s pertaining to possible removal of the cosmological singularity [10] , the dissipation of anisotropy [11] and inhomogeneities [12] and the decay of the cosmological constant [13] [14] [15] [16] . The first level treatment of a backreaction problem relies on the calculation of the renormalized or regularized vev of the stress energy tensor which acts as the source in the SCE equations. The solutions of this equation begin the second level of a backreaction problem, where one begins with the calculation of the vev of the stress energy bitensor around these solutions as background spacetimes and then using them as sources to seek the solutions of the ELEq for the induced metric fluctuations. An excellent example for this endeavor is the papers of Martin and
Verdaguer [17] for the metric fluctuations of the Minkowsky space. For consideration of issues like the decay of the cosmological constant in de Sitter-like universes the first step is undertaken by Pérez-Nadalin, Roura and Verdaguer (PRV) [18] with the calculation of the correlators of stress energy for scalar fields in de Sitter spacetime. (Note, strictly speaking, for a backreaction problem, the spacetime where such a quantity need be calculated is not the de Sitter spacetime but the modified one from a solution of the SCE equations.) b) Trace-anomaly driven inflation. This scheme first proposed by Starobinsky [19] uses the trace anomaly as the source which drives the universe to an exponential expansion for a long enough duration to have interesting cosmological consequences 2 . Its advantage over all later proposed inflation schemes rests on the fact that the trace anomaly is a necessary ingredient in semiclassical gravity arising from the renormalization or regularization of the vev of the energy momentum tensor of the matter fields. Hawking, Hertog and Reall [20] have considered this model in Euclidean space with the 4-sphere as the instanton solution.
They used the AdS/CFT correspondence [21] to calculate the correlation functions for scalar and tensor metric perturbations and used them for structure formation considerations.
In the quantum theory of structure formation the quantized linear gravitational perturbations (graviton) around a background spacetime are related to the inflaton perturbations around a background field configuration which in turn govern the density contrast (for a standard treatment, see, e.g., [22] ). A viable quantum theory does not exist yet for treating quantized second order gravitational perturbations, but as explained by Roura and Verdaguer [23] one can reproduce these tensor perturbation correlators in the stochastic gravity program by using their correspondence with the stochastic quantities, the equivalence for first order quantities are shown in [24] . For these second order stochastic quantities, one needs to calculate the noise kernel or the correlators of the stress energy tensor, which is the goal of this work.
Conformal Field Theory in maximally symmetric spaces of higher dimensions c) Conformal field theories (CFT) have deep and beautiful properties which capture the salient features of many physical systems [25, 26] . In two dimension CFTs are characterized by a single quantity, the central charge c. Parameters which are defined through correlation functions of the energy-momentum tensor, or its expectation value when the space on which the theory is defined has non-trivial topology or non-zero curvature, may serve to specify the theory independent of any particular formulation in terms of elementary fields. For example the central charge in the Virasoro algebra for two-dimensional CFTs may be defined through the trace of the energy-momentum tensor on a curved background. Such parameters should be well defined at any renormalisation group fixed point where the theory becomes conformal, such as in the case of free fields. Away from the critical points c may be generalized to a function of the couplings, which monotonically decreases under renormalization group flow as the basic scale of the theory is evolved to large distances and the couplings are attracted to any potential infrared fixed point. This is embodied in the Zamolodchikov c-theorem [27] .
That is why the short and long distance behavior of the correlators are of special physical significance.
It is of interest to inquire if such nice properties exist in higher dimensional CFTs, especially the realistic four-dimensional spacetimes, as was first attempted by Cardy et al [28] . A major undertaking by Osborn and Shore [29] provided a thorough analysis of one-and two-point functions of the energy-momentum tensor on homogeneous spaces of 4 constant curvature. Their results for the two point functions provide a benchmark for all later derivations of such quantities in de Sitter space, as provided recently by [18] and anti-de Sitter spaces, as in our present work. They have been used by Hawking et al [30] for the consideration of trace-anomaly driven inflation mentioned above.
AdS black Hole Thermodynamics d) After the seminal work of Hawking [31] it is realized that with quantum effects black holes can evaporate. Black holes behave like thermal objects and can be in equilibrium with a thermal gas at the Hawking temperature. However, this equilibrium state is unstable to the absorption of the thermal gas by the black hole in an asymptotically flat spacetime [32] .
In order to obtain an equilibrium state one has to put the black hole in an ad hoc cavity with some appropriate boundary condition [33] . The situation with black holes in an anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime is rather different as explored by Hawking and Page [34] . Above the critical temperature there are two masses of the black hole which can be in equilibrium with the thermal gas. The larger mass black hole is actually stable. This phase transition is now known as the Hawking-Page transition.
The recent interest in this Hawking-Page transition is mainly due to the AdS/CFT correspondence [35] . This transition is conjectured to be related to the confinement phenomenon in QCD under this correspondence. Moreover, the quasinormal modes of the AdS black hole perturbations are supposed to give information of the thermal states of the conformal theory at the boundary [36] .
To study the Hawking-Page transition in a dynamical manner, the corresponding fluctuations of the quantum fields on the background spacetime must be taken into account.
A systematic way to do so is by the theory of stochastic gravity [1, 2] . To the lowest order the fluctuations are represented by a noise kernel which is the vacuum expectation value of the correlation of the stress energy tensors. This is one of the reasons why we are interested in such a consideration here. For the AdS black hole case, one should deal with the stress tensor of a thermal gas in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum state. However, before taking such an endeavor we would like to get a grip on the problem by calculating the case with the scalar field in AdS spacetime. In our future work, we shall continue our investigation on the finite temperature case and then ultimately on the black hole spacetime.
Viscosity function in gravity fluid duality e) One form of AdS/CFT duality has proven in the last decade to be of great interest to strong coupling gauge fluids as in RHIC experiments and cold atom physics, namely, the calculation of the viscosity function of a strongly interacting conformal gauge field (living on the boundary) by way of the corresponding quantity for a weakly coupled quantum field in an AdS spacetime (in the bulk). A viscosity to entropy density bound was obtained by Son et al [37] by means of the AdS/CFT correspondence. (See, e.g., their review [38] ) Viscosity function obtained via the Kubo relation is restricted to linear response regimes, which assumes the system remains close to thermal equilibrium. Nonequilibrium expressions are more useful for a real time description of the fluid dynamics, but as explained by Son et al [38] its derivation is not so easy. We note that besides the direct method of quantum kinetic field theory [39] via the closed-time-path or the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism (e.g., [40, 41] ) to obtain the transport functions (which is restricted to weak fields) there is another way to obtain the viscosity function, namely, via the influence functional approach [42] which can be applied to fully nonequilibrium systems. It is embedded in the dissipation kernel (the expectation value of the commutator of the stress tensor) which is tethered with the noise kernel through the fluctuation-dissipation (FD) relation (see, e.g., [24, 43, 44] ).
Earlier the polarization tensor for a finite-temperature quantum field far away from a black hole (where the background metric is approximated by the Minkowski metric) was calculated by Campos and Hu [45] (see also Ref. [41] As this quantity is of basic importance for many reasons enumerated above it is useful to derive these expressions with a different method. The zeta function method we adopt here was introduced by Dowker and Critchley [3] and Hawking [4] . It is one of the most elegant methods used for the regularization of the stress energy tensor for quantum fields in Riemannian (not pseudo-Riemannian) spaces. One can use the zeta function to construct the regularized effective action and upon taking its first functional variation obtain the regularized stress energy tensor. (For a systematic exposition, see [47] ). This method is generalized by Phillips and Hu [5] to calculate the noise kernels of quantum scalar fields in S 1 × R 1 spaces (useful for finite temperature theory and Casimir energy density considerations ) and for an Einstein universe, by way of the second order variation of the regularized effective action (see also [48] ). This method is used in our present calculation of the noise kernel for
AdS spacetimes in N-dimensions.
In the next section, we shall describe the generalized zeta-function method of Phillips and
Hu in some details as applied to a scalar field. Then in Section III, as a first application of the formalism, we calculate the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor in Euclideanized AdS N spaces. In Section IV, the correlators of the stress-energy tensors in both Euclidean R N and AdS N are calculated. The small and large geodesic distance expansions of the correlators in AdS N are given in Section V. The results are then compared with those in [29] and [18] . Finally conclusions and discussions are presented in Section VI.
II. SCALAR FIELD IN SPACETIMES ADMITTING AN EUCLIDEAN SECTION
We consider a massive m scalar field φ coupled to an N-dimensional Euclideanized space (with contravariant metric g µν (x), determinant g and scalar curvature R) with coupling constant ξ described by the action
where H is the quadratic operator
and R is the scalar curvature. The effective action defined by W = lnZ is related to the generating functional Z by
The expectation value of the stress-energy tensor can be obtained by taking the functional derivative of the effective action
This formal expression is divergent at coincident limit and some procedure of regularization must be implemented. Here we adopt the procedure of ζ-function regularization as shown by Dowker and Critchley [3] and Hawking [4] . As shown by Phillips and Hu [5] the fluctuation of the stress-energy tensor is obtained by taking another derivatives of the regularized effective
Note that although the regularized expectation value of the stress-energy tensor is dependent on one spacetime point, the fluctuation of the stress energy is a bitensor defined at two separate spacetime points through the two functional derivatives taken with respect to these two separate spacetime points.
Conventionally one define the ζ-function of an operator H,
where λ n is the eigenvalues of H and µ represents the renormalization scale. The ζ-function regularized effective action of the operator H is
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Using the proper-time method [3] one can write the ζ-function as
Taking the first variation of the ζ-function,
we obtain the regularized expectation value of the stress-energy tensor which is given by
where
and φ n (x) is a eigenfunction of the operator H, namely,
where λ n are the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenfunctions φ n . We then have
In the approach of Phillips and Hu [5] , through the use of the Schwinger method [49] , the second variation of the ζ-function can be written as
9 and
Note that in this Phillips-Hu prescription [5] , an additional regularization factor (uv) ν has been introduced. This is because the authors were interested in the fluctuations of the stress-energy tensor, that is, in the coincident limit of ∆T
where under this limit further divergences occur which call for an additional regularization factor. (See also [48] ).
However, our present purpose is focused on getting the correlators with two points separated,
i.e., in the non-coincident case. Hence, apart from the fact that the expression in Eq. (16) is more symmetric with this factor, the keeping of this factor above is actually a matter of convenience. Here we can first take the s → 0 limit without spoiling the regularization and the expression in Eq. (16) will become
We shall see from the following calculations that with this expression the integrations over u and v effectively separate. The calculations are therefore simplified considerably.
III. EXPECTATION VALUE OF THE STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR IN ADS SPACES
In this section we would like to apply the ζ-function formalism in Section II to the case of scalar fields in N-dim AdS spaces. The Euclideanized N-dim AdS space is the hyperbolic space H N with the metric
where σ is the geodesic distance, a the radius of the AdS N space, and dΩ 2 N −1 the metric for the (N − 1)-sphere. The eigenfunctions φ κlm obey the equations,
where ρ N = (N − 1)/2, and are given by
where P µ ν (x) is the associated Legendre function and Y lm (Ω) are the hyperspherical harmonics. The normalization constant is given by
Later we shall need the normalization constant for l = 0. For odd N,
and for even N,
In both cases we have turned it into a finite sum.
Now we are ready to evaluate the regularized expectation value of the stress-energy tensor in AdS spaces. From Eq. (11),
since κ is a continuous variable and l and m are discrete. H N is a homogeneous space so
where F is a constant. It is obvious that
. Also, we have taken the limit x → 0 to simplify the
can be further simplified as
Making use of the addition theorem of the hyperspherical harmonics,
where C n l is the Gegenbauer polynomial, we have
Moreover, from the short distance expansion of φ κlm ,
only the l = 0 and the l = 1 terms will contribute to the l sum in the limit x or σ → 0. In particular,
Hence,
and we have
The constant F in Eq. (25) becomes
Using the finite sum representation for |c 0 (κ)| 2 in the case of odd dimensions in Eq. (22),
For even dimensions, |c 0 (κ)| 2 involves the term tanh πκ = 1 − 2/(e 2πκ + 1), and one has
and the function H n (s; µ) is defined by the integral
Our result is the same as in [50] in which a different coordinate system has been used.
IV. CORRELATIONS OF THE STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR
In a maximally symmetric space like the Euclidean space R N or the hyperbolic space H N , any bitensor can be expressed in terms of a set of basic bitensors [51] . The first basic bitensor is the bi-scalar function τ (x, x ′ ) which is the geodesic distance between x and x ′ .
Using the covariant derivative one could define
where n µ (x, x ′ ) is a vector at x and a scalar at x ′ , while n α ′ (x, x ′ ) is a scalar at x and a vector at x ′ . Next, we have the parallel propagator g µ α ′ (x, x ′ ) which parallel transports
It is easy to see that
constitute this set of basic bitensors. All other bitensors can be expressed in terms of them with coefficients depending only on the geodesic distance between the two points. For example,
where A(τ ) and B(τ ) are function of τ only. For the Euclidean R N spaces, A = 1/τ and
is a symmetric bitensor, one could express it in terms of these basic bitensors. Taking the symmetries of the indices into account, we have
Using the derivatives in Eqs. (42) to (44), the conservation conditions
can be expressed as three equations on the coefficients,
Moreover, the traceless condition g µν ∆T 2 µνα ′ β ′ (x, x ′ ) = 0 can be written as
A. Stress-energy tensor correlators in Euclidean flat space R N We begin with a calculation of the correlator ∆T 2 µναβ (x, x ′ ) of the stress tensor in the Euclidean R N space which can be presented in closed form. The corresponding eigenfunction is just
In this case the correlator in Eq. (17) can be simplified to
After doing the integrations one can indeed expressed ∆T 2 µνα ′ β ′ (x, x ′ ) in terms of the set of basic bitensors as in Eq. (45) . In this flat case,
The coefficients C 1 to C 5 can be expressed in terms of the modified Bessel functions K ν (z),
From the properties of K ν (z), one can show that these coefficients satisfy the conservation conditions as in Eqs. (46) . To consider the traceless conditions we first list the coefficients in the case of massless scalar. However, for N = 2 this limit is singular, so we present the result for the conformal scalar with m = ξ = 0. In this case,
It is obvious that these coefficients satisfy the traceless condition in Eq. (47) with N = 2.
For N > 2, with general ξ,
They vanish when ξ is equal to the conformal value (N − 2)/4(N − 1).
The correlation of the stress-energy tensor has been considered in [17] in relation to the theory of stochastic gravity [1] . Here we have given the correlation explicitly in terms of the modified Bessel functions and we have also extended the result to arbitrary dimensions.
B. Stress-energy Tensor Correlators in Euclidean AdS N space
To obtain the five coefficients C 1 (τ ) to C 5 (τ ) on H N , we just need to evaluate five compo-
. Since H N is homogeneous, the correlator should only depend on the geodesic distance between the two points. Hence, it is possible to simplify the consideration by appropriately choosing x and x ′ . First, we shall set x and x ′ to have the same angular coordinates Ω ′ → Ω. After that we shall take the limit σ ′ → 0. In effect we shall take x ′ to be at the origin.
As Ω ′ → Ω, various bitensors can be simplified as follows.
and so on. Note that the non-diagonal elements of g µα ′ vanish in this limit. Using this result the relationship between the various components of ∆T 2 µνα ′ β ′ (x, x ′ ) and the coefficients C i also simplify. Then we have, as Ω ′ → Ω,
The evaluation of the various components of the correlator can be further simplified if we take σ ′ → 0. As we have seen in the last section, only terms with low values of l and l ′ will contribute.
To see how the procedure goes, we consider ∆T 
To anticipate that we shall take σ ′ → 0, we only need to consider the first few values of l and l ′ . For example, when l = l ′ = 1, we have
The summations over m and m ′ can be carried out using the addition theorem in Eq. (27) .
Moreover, in the limit Ω ′ → Ω, we have
and the summations can be simplified to
Furthermore, as σ ′ → 0,
where we see that sinh 2 (σ ′ /a) is the leading behavior as σ ′ → 0. This behavior conforms with that of ∆T
The terms with the same leading behavior are with (l, l ′ ) = (0, 2) and (2, 0). Following the same method as above, we have
Comparing with Eq. (73), we can extract the coefficient C 4 .
where we have defined the integral,
After some straight forward but somewhat lengthy calculations similar to that above, we have
(87)
(88)
(89) (90)
Although we have succeeded in expressing the coefficients in terms of products of integrals involving the associated Legendre functions, the expressions are a bit complicated and thus are not very illuminating. Moreover, since the integrals cannot be simplified to known functions, it is hard to check the corresponding conservation conditions and the traceless condition in the conformally coupled cases. Therefore, we shall consider in the next section the asymptotic behaviors of the above coefficients in the small and large geodesic distance limits. In so doing we could have a better understanding of the correlators and we could also check the conservation and the traceless conditions explicitly for various dimensions.
V. SMALL AND LARGE GEODESIC DISTANCE LIMITS IN ADS FOR DIFFER-ENT DIMENSIONS
In this section we explore the small and large geodesic distance limits of the coefficients C 1 to C 5 in Euclidean AdS N for arbitrary N. As we have mentioned above, it is possible to check the conservation and the traceless conditions explicitly for various dimensions in the small distance limit. In addition, the small distance limit also indicates the divergent behavior of the correlators in the coincident limit as σ → 0. This type of expansion has been explored in [29] in relation to the generalization of the c-theorem [27] from two to higher dimensions. A general discussion has also been given in [29] on the stress-energy correlators of conformally coupled scalar and fermion fields in constant curvature spaces.
For the small distance limit, we need to consider the integral I 
Since the normalization constant is given by
and for even dimensions, |c 0 (κ)| 2 is given by Eq. (23), we see that if we want to extract the leading contribution of the integrals as σ → 0, we need to deal with integrals of the general
where n is an integer. This is finite for sufficiently large values of ν. In this analytic continuation procedure, we can represent κ 2n+2i by derivatives on the cosine function. Then the above integral becomes
where η = σt/a. Since the integration over κ is now finite even when ν → 0, we have taken that limit.
To see how it goes explicitly, we consider the case with l = 1, N = 4 and n = i = 1.
Then, expanding in powers of σ/a,
Using the formula,
the integration over t can be performed giving
Since the coefficients C 1 to C 5 are expressed in terms of the integrals I (i) l (N), the expansion above can be used to obtain the corresponding small geodesic distance limits of the coefficients. For N = 4,
For odd dimensions, |c 0 | 2 is given by Eq. (22) instead so one has to consider integrals of the general form,
Similar procedure can be carried out as in the even dimensional cases to obtain an expansion in powers of σ/a. To be explicitly, we take l = 1, N = 5, n = 3 and i = 1 as an example:
where we have again taken η = σt/a. Notice that we take the ν → 0 limit after the integration over t. Using this expansion one could obtain the small distance expansion for the coefficients C 1 to C 5 for odd dimensions.
Explicitly, for N = 5,
One can check that the conservation conditions in Eq. (46) while b can take any value. However, this is not the case if we go higher orders. For example, going to one more order than Eq. (99) for N = 4 and taking ξ = 1/6, we have
Here a With the expressions in the small distance limit of the coefficients C's, it is possible to make some comparison with our results to that in [18] and [29] . For simplicity, we just consider the leading behavior of these coefficients. In [18] , these coefficients, named P , Q, R, S, and T there, are expressed in terms of the Wightman function (in de Sitter spacetime),
where F (α, β; γ; z) is the hypergeometric function and
In the small geodesic distance limit, σ → 0,
The leading behavior of the coefficients are then
After putting ξ → 0, our results in Eqs. (99) and (101) and also in Appendix A agree with Eq. (105) above for N > 2.
In [29] the conformally coupled case is considered. The coefficients, named R − , U −1 = U −2 , S − , T − , and V − there, have the following leading behavior for small geodesic distance,
From our results in Eqs. (99) and (101) and also in Appendix A, since the leading terms do not depend on the mass m, we put ξ to the conformal value (N − 2)/4(N − 1) and obtain agreement with Eq. (106) above.
To consider the large geodesic distance limit for the various coefficients, we go back to
and from the asymptotic behavior as σ → ∞ of the associated Legendre function, we have
The integrations over u and κ will only give powers of σ. Hence, the leading asymptotic
l , independently of the parameters l and i, is
Using this result we can estimate the asymptotic behavior of the various coefficients in Eqs. (88) to (91),
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This behavior is independent of the mass of the field. We can see that an intrinsic infrared cutoff scale is provided by the radius a of the background spacetime.
This large geodesic distance limit can also be compared with the result in [18] . Since there the authors considered the de Sitter spacetime, one could analytic continue their result by
Then our result in Eq. (110) indeed agrees with that in [18] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we have calculated the correlators of the stress-energy tensor, or the noise kernel in the theory of stochastic gravity, in R N and AdS N spacetimes. The method we have used is the generalized zeta-function regularization procedure devised in [5] . The zetafunction regularization method was originally used to deal mainly with one loop effective action and the corresponding operators associated with it, notably the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor. The method introduced in [5] enables one to deal also with operator correlation functions. To understand the correlations more closely and also to facilitate further applications, we have developed their small and large geodesic distance limits. Particularly in the small geodesic distance limit, we could verify explicitly that the correlators satisfy the conservation equation. Moreover, if the coupling is conformal, the correlators also satisfy the traceless conditions.
We have compared our results with that in [29] and [18] . The agreement shows that the zeta-function method used here is an useful alternative to evaluate correlators of operators.
Applications of interest to us include the physics of AdS-black holes. To do that we shall first extend our consideration to the finite temperature case, and which is the subject of our next paper.
In our calculation we have considered correlators of the stress-energy tensor of two different spacetime points. If the coincident limit is taken, we would then obtain fluctuations of the expectation values of the stress-energy tensor. In that case further divergences will develop, as can be seen from our small distance expansions. In fact, in [5] fluctuations of the energy density of a thermal scalar field was considered. There examples were chosen cleverly so that no further regularization was needed to arrive at a finite answer. However, in general one needs to deal with these divergences with further regularization, in much the same manner as one tries to generalize the zeta-function regularization to higher-loop situations. This has already been achieved by the so-called operator regularization initiated
by McKeon and Sherry [52] .
Even when operator regularization is implemented, there is still another complication concerning contact terms. In the conservation equation the covariant derivative on the correlator of the stress-energy tensor is non-zero but proportional to contact terms involving delta-functions [29] . For regularization methods like the dimensional regularization, deltafunctions are regularized to zero and the regularized covariant derviative indeed goes to zero.
However, for the zeta-function regularization, or the operator regularization, delta-functions are not regularized to zero. One must therefore enforce conservation by hand. As discussed also in [29] the conservation of the correlator in maximally symmetric spaces enables one to express the correlator itself in terms of two scalar functions, corresponding to spin-0 and spin-2 contributions. Regularization imposing on these two functions can be done in such a way that conservation is manifest in the whole procedure. We hope to come back to this in more detail in the future.
First we list the results for even dimensions. For N = 2,
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